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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

Part XLIV
Breaking News! Headline of the Day:
INFAMOUS “NAKED PHYSICIST” FOUND SHOT DEAD IN ZANZIBAR!
WORLD’S FIRST “PEACE-A-MATICIAN” MEETS HIS MAKER?
Dr. Z wakes up in hospital, a little groggy…starts to focus on the latest TV news…
Huh, another news alert? Half-naked physicist shot in Zanzibar? Sounds bad…
Hey, wait a minute! That’s me lying there! That’s my picture! Oh well, at least I had my
Speedo on. (Yeah, if you can’t be good lookin’, at least you can be lookin’ good!)
It’s all coming back to me now: the dying Gaul–struck down, lying on the sand like a
vanquished bullfighter, Sharona softly crying, the lull and caress of the surf, and the swhooshy
sound of air going in and out of a hole in my lungs…Blue is the color of the red sky…
Holy Toledo and a half! If I’m in the hospital…I survived! Reports of my death are greatly
exaggerated! Man, what a story. Come up with an equation for world peace, and get shot by
some ding-a-ling–some disgruntled physicist unhappy about having to get on board with the
new math? Nobody likes change, but this is ridiculous! Yeah, Sophocles, talk about irony!
And call me Mathwell Not-so-Smart? Plastic surgery, change my face, my name, go into
hiding, but still hang out with my agent 99–a girl like Sharona? (I know: there’s one born every
minute and you’re looking at him.) Oh well…can’t always be the sharpest pencil in the pack
(even if I am the most colorful!).
Wow, look at all these machines… “Nurse Lamont, check my vitals!” Blood pressure, heart rate,
oxygen level, respiratory rate, temperature–my life broken down to numbers to tell if I’m alive.
Maybe it’s delirium, but what a dizzying array: still can’t quite focus. Feel like I’ve been
dropped into a world where numbers do the dance! But hold on…cured with math?
Mathematics the new physician? I never saw it that way before. I got my doctorate in math,
but now math is the doctor? Makes me wonder...do they have the math right?
Uh-oh, fever’s increasing; not a good sign. Maybe if I focus on a math
problem I can keep myself alive: like the intravenous tube –that IV hangin’
there–the big Q flow rate, ol’ Poiseuille’s law. Hmm…even in my state,
I can see it’d be a heck of a lot easier to calculate the cross section area of the
IV with a square tube. (Sure, that’d affect bacteria growth; have to change
the tube every day.) But the real problem: Dividing area by viscosity? No multiplicative
identity there! So, pardon my French? Maybe I’ll start calling Poiseuille’s law “Quasi’s” law!
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Oh no! Here comes the nurse with a syringe! Wonder what’s in it?
They say you never hear the “shot” that kills you! (Ha, ha!)
Man, am I ever loopy. I’ve gotta concentrate. Now where was I?
Oh yeah, I remember…Pressure driven flow: the syringe and that tubular “I-V league” math.
The factors involved in how a syringe and an IV work are easy enough to understand.
Flow rate (Q ) is a result of:





The radius of the tube (r), or the area of the cross section of the tube (
),
length of tube or syringe (l ),
viscosity of the fluid (η )–not forgetting that temperature also affects viscosity,
and pressure of delivery (P ).

But what’s “chokin’ my flow,” bro? Well, there’s just this one tiny little detail: The equation
ain’t algebra! Sure, the equation may look like algebra, but algebra has that pesky rule–the
Multiplicative Identity Property: Multiplying something by 1 results in that same something.
Multiplying (a) by 1 results in a, multiplying (b) by 1 results in b:

, and

, etc., etc., etc.

Likewise, dividing something by 1 results in that same something:

, and

, etc., etc., etc.

Now for the fun: I can multiply or divide by one, but what is one? Poiseuille’s law has units of
viscosity, length, and area. These units are all different! So how do I maintain identity with
different unities–different units of one? Trying to multiply viscosity by length or divide area by
viscosity is like multiplying an apple by an orange, or dividing a red banana by a rocket ship.
There’s no way to maintain identity when multiplying or dividing different units!
No way José! It’s impossible! I can’t even add or subtract different unities (units) and
maintain identity! Subtract a red banana from a rocket ship and add a blue-tailed gecko?
I’d have to convert the different units to objects to create a calculation of number.
But when I convert to a different unity, I’ve lost the identity of the original unit–what is one!
I think I just had a ginormous epiphany! Change math forever? Could it really be that simple?
Add, subtract, multiply, or divide? If you can’t maintain identity with different units,

then any equation that has different units can’t be algebra!
(Man, that’s wild!)
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